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Begin Tape Side

MS. FIELDEN My name is Evelyn Fielden. Im

here with Ralph Hockley in Tiburon. It is March 1990.

10 Im recording this for the Holocaust Center of San

11 Francisco the Oral History Project.

12 BY MS. FIELDEN

13 GOOD MORNING RALPH.

14 Good morning.

15 WOULD YOU TELL ME WHERE AND WHEN YOU WERE BORN

16 was born on October 17th 1925 in Karlsruhe

17 Germany.

18 AND YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER LIVED THERE LONG TIME

19 My father was -- they had lived there since the early

20 1920s. My parents got married in 1923. Ny father was

21 from the Mannheim area. Actually he was born in Hockenheim

22 because our name used to be Hockenheiiuer.

23 My mother was from Munich and they got

24 married by the usual arrangement in those days that my

25 mothers grandmother came from Mannheim and she knew what

26 good German families had son who was available and she
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arranged the get together subsequent marriage.

ARE YOU AN ONLY CHILD

No have sister who is year older than am..

IS SHE STILL ALIVE

Yes.

SO YOU WENT TO SCHOOL

In Germany

IN GERMANY.

went to school for about two or three years before

10 my parents left Germany. We left Germany very early in

11 1934 35. guess 34 really because we children were

12 passed on to different relatives in Mannheim and Munich in

13 1934 beginning of 1935 and then we spent six months in

14 Switzerland with an aunt before my parents moved to

15 Marseilles France.

16 WHAT DID YOUR FATHER DO

17 He was in the butcher supply business speaking in

German in Karisruhe.

19 SOUNDS VERY GOOD IN GERMAN WOULD YOU TRANSLATE IT FOR

20 US IN ENGLISH

21 Yes.

22 YOU WANT TO TRANSLATE THAT FOR US INTO ENGLISH

23 Its the butcher supply business.

24 ALL RIGHT. SO YOU ACTUALLY HAD NOT REALLY LIVED UNDER

25 THE NAZIS IN GERMANY

26 Initially 33 to 35 because do remember certain
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things and one of the reasons we left is because my father

objected to the difficulties that we were confronted with

in school.

My teacher happened to be the head of the

Nazi party in the area and he was very obnoxious whatever

you want to call it. And we went through this business of

raising the swastika flag every morning.

And there were four Jewish kids in my class

including me and we started being exposed to all kinds of

10 obnoxious remarks not so much on the part of the kids who

11 were too small to understand it as from the teachers and

12 the older students.

13 And there was in Karisruhe contrary to what

14 one hears normally there was an antiJewish or very

15 strong Nazi activity going on even in 33.

16 have recently been in contact with the

17 lady whose dad was member of the Reichstagwt-tL..

-r
18 parliament who was also

inister of justice ofABaden

19 and his name was Ludwig Mou-r-um.

20 And remember as child that Ludwig
V1 cLutl

21 Mourum and four other people were arrested in 1933

22 loaded on trucks and driveiIthrough the whole City of

23 Karisruhe subjected to the attacks and the spits and

24 whatever of the popu1oi as Jews. He was member of

25 parliament. He had the misfortune of also being social

26 emocrat on top of being Jewish so they got him in two
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different directions.

And he was put in concentration camp in

the area at the time and in 34 they killed him. And you

know so even though it was 34 35 it wasnt without

problems at that time. It didnt all start with the

Kristallnacht in 38.

WERE YOUR PARENTS RELIGIOUS

Observing my father was not my mother was. My

father was not religious. He was like say about my

10 father he had served in World War in the German army for

11 four years had the iron cross and felt very nationally

12 German.

13 SO IN OTHER WORDS YOU WERE NOT BROUGHT UP IN AN

14 ORTHODOX WAY

15 was not.

16 SO YOU LEFT IN 34 DID YOU SAY

17 34 35. would say about the end of 34 beginning

18 of 35.

19 SEE. SO YOU -- WHAT DID YOU DO YOU WENT TO

20 SWITZERLAND

21 Went to Switzerland for six months and we went to

22 France to Marseilles France in September of 35.

23 SO YOUR FATHER MUST HAVE REALLY HAD QUITE SOME

24 FORESIGHT

25 Yes. He in retrospect and whatever he had lot of

26 foresight. He felt very strongly as German and he felt
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that he didnt have to put up with all the insults. Being

in the butcher related business butchers tend to be more

brutal because they kill animals. had some very

very good friends amongst his clients. But there were

others who were very very who you know hed come in

to sell his products and he would be confronted with this

business of we dont buy from Jews even though theyd been

buying from him for ten years but et cetera et cetera.

So you know the thing would become very obnoxious very

10 fast.

11 HE WAS IN NO WAY CONNECTED WITH THE inaudible --Oç
12 No it was strictly straight butcher business.

13 BUTCHER BUSINESS.

14 He also in those days you will remember the

15 sausages were all made in casings. The sausages were in

16 casings in animal casings and which today you dont see

17 much anymore. But he was very big in the casing business.

18 And so he sold lot of casings to butchers for the making

19 of sausages so it was big business.

20 WAS YOURS LARGE FAMILY DID YOU HAVE LOTS OF UNCLES

21 AND AUNTS

22 Yes. My father was the youngest of 11 and my mother

23 was one of four children. So her family was mostly in

24 Munich my maternal grandfather whom knew whom knew

25 yet was had hat business ladies hats near the

26 railroad station in Munich ad-- he and his brothers.
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And my dads family was in the cigar

business. They had cigar industry in Hockenheim which my

father didnt go into because he was the youngest. The

older brothers got involved with that and by the time it

got on to him they didnt need anybody else anymore.

So he went of on his own into

import/export and he actually went into this business

because one of his sisters husbands was in this business

and became his partner. Thats how he wound up in that

10 business.

11 WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MAJORITY OF YOUR FAMILY DO YOU

12 KNOW

13 Yes. My mothers family they all survived they all

14 left Germany in the late 30s.

15 Thats what was saying before we were the

16 first ones to leave and when we left most of our relatives

17 thought we were out of our minds. And this guy

18 Hitler was going to go away et cetera you know.

19 1it as it turned out by 38 most of them

20 left. My mothers brothers and sisters all left around

21 1938 and came to the United States and my grandmother

22 followed also.

23 My fathers side of the family they didnt

24 all leave. His oldest brother wound up when Im sure

25 youre familiar with the fact that the Jews of Baden in

26
l94lafter

the fall of Francewere all shipped to southern
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France to concentration camp internment camp the

French Pyrenees called Gur--s. And my father wound up in

Gurs from France. They had Jews in France who were herded

together after the fall of France and wound up in Gurs.

Ai- J-
And my uncle aunts..came from Germany in

the fall of 1941 no 1940 correct myself 1940.

France fell in June of 1940 my father wound up in Gurs

soon thereafter and his brother and sistei5-iniaw and

aunts and cousins who were still in Germany were shipped in

10 the fall of 1940 to this camp Gurs in France. It was an

11 internment camp as contrasted lets say with

12 concentration camp.

13 You could get out of there if you had

14 visa for example to the United States they would let you

15 go out of Gurs until -- getting way ahead of myself -- but

16 still until October of 42 the people who were there in

17 October of 42 that included one of my aunts and one of my

18 cousins the widow of one of my fathers brothers and her

19 daughter.

20 In October of 42 they shipped everybody out

21 of Gurs to Auschwitz. have postcard somewhere from my

22 aunt saying Were being shipped out of here we5rrot-

23 new by train we do not know where to. And that was the

24 last we ever heard of her and we know she was gassed they

25 were gassed in Auschwitz.

26 Those who got out before this date
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miraculously were saved. My father got out in March April

41 when we got visa to go to United States and got out

in that fashion.

VERY LUCKY.

Yes.

WELL LETS GET BACK TO YOUR CHILDHOOD. YOU WENT TO

SCHOOL IN SWITZERLAND

No not really. went to school in Karisruhe first

and not in Munich but in Mannheim for few months. They

10 found out was in town and came and got me.

11 Then went to school in France starting in

12 the fall of 1935 in Marseilles first to private school

13 for year to learn French then went to the lycee in

14 Marseilles the rest of the time was there.

15 HOW LONG WERE YOU IN MARSEILLES

16 Well until May of 41. We left in May of 41.

17 CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR LIFE THERE LITTLE BIT

18 Sure. My father was in related business to the

19 business he had in Germany. The reason he went to

20 Marseilles is because he had some business friends there

21 and they asked him why dont you come here well work with

22 you et cetera et cetera and we did that.

23 It was very nice but it was very

24 complicated. We as children didnt know everything that

25 one went through but we knew enough. There were lot of

26 difficulties. The French police was not exactly
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understanding for the problems of refugees and most of the

police officials in Marseilles were Corsicans and they

were pretty unkind or whatever.

Let me go back little bit and explain the

story which is historically very interesting. My parents

went to Marseilles in 1934 to set up the situation for our

moving there from Germany. They were there on the 14th of

October 1934 which is the day King Alexander of Yugoslavia

came to Marseilles and was assassinated together with the

10 French foreign minister Louis Bactu. fl4 jLA

1. This happened in front of the stock exchange

12 in Marseilles on the Cona Vierra which is the main street

13 in Marseilles and my parents were standing about 20 feet

14 away from them
whentheiot

shot.

15 The French police with its inimitable style

16 made record of all foreigners who were in Marseilles on

17 that date and put them on black list about which we

18 didnt hear anything fr

19 My parents subsequently in 35 applied for

20 permit visa to reside in France immigration permit to

21 France to Marseilles and got it got permission and based

22 on the permission they moved to Marseilles in the fall of

23 35.

24 Well in 1938 my dad in course of his
1ALI

25 business was in Basille in Ball on the French side

26 and he wanted to go over to the Swiss side to visit
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client. And he asked at the border what he needed to do

and they said well you go over to this building over

there and theyll give you stamp in your passport.

And Im not quite sure what kind of

passport he had. He probably had French paper which he

was not French citizen but French paper. And he went

over there and they -- in this building they accused him

it sounds outlandish but in France anything was possible.

They accused him of having crossed the border illegally

10 and they called Marseilles to verify who he was the police

11 prefecture.

12 And in this process they caine across the

13 fact that he was in Marseilles on the 14th of October 1934

14 and on the black list. From that moment on he started

15 having problems.

16 He came back to Marseilles and they you

17 know they gave him -- they renewed his residence permit

18 his and my mothers and for six months at time.

19 And one day in 1938 dont know exactly

20 when but sometime in 38 when mother and dad went down to

21 the prefecture to have this thing renewed they arrested

22 them.

23 Now by coincidence my sister and were

24 invited for birthday party at the home of teacher of

25 hers whose husband was high police official. And you

26 know all the other kids left and we were still there and
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nobody came to get us.

And finally my mother arrived late in the

evening and she said They have arrested my husband.

They arrested her too but because she had two reasonably

small children they let her go.

And the husband of the lady involved himself

into the situation. was somebody who knew that we

werent just dangerous people. And so but it didnt

help that much.

10 My dad spent one month in prison in the

11 prison. He was in the cell together with Swiss

12 individual who had murdered somebody in the harbor of

13 Marseilles for one month. And you know if youre are

14 selfrespecting citizen to wind up in jail cell

15 for month with guy who killed somebody isnt exactly

16 conducive to your health and Im sure it had lot to do

17 with attacking my fathers health.

18 After one month he was tried and acquitted

19 they had released my mother separately they

20 tried her separately and when they tried her they found

21 her guilty. She was found guilty of dont know who

22 knows of what of being in France illegally because her

23 papers had expired or something.

24 And so we took high-powered attorney not

25 the one we had at first who didnt succeed and the

26 court of appea.ç you know few months later acquitted her
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also. But you can imagine what you go through in these

exercises.

HAVE TO INTERJECT TAKE IT THAT YOU HAD THE MONEY

YOUR FATHER MADE GOOD MONEY. WOULD YOU CALL HIM

WELL-TO-DO

No.

OR MEDIUM WELL-TO-DO

He was well-to-do in Germany but in France he went

from we didnt have much money. We had reasonably

10 nice apartment but it was struggle to pay the rent.

11 And we you know wed do better for awhile

12 then we wouldnt do better because with all these things --

13 remember we got there at the end of 35 the trouble

14 started at the end of 37 so maybe the first two years we

15 did all right because he was doing business.

16 But wealthy he certainly wasnt ever in

17 France. And once he started with this trouble he couldnt

18 work mean how

19 RIGHT.

20 So it became you know know that my parents sold

21 4Vfurniture and stuff like that in order to pay the rent and

22 to feed us et cetera.

23 HOW COULD YOU HIGHER AN ATTORNEY TAKES MONEY

24 DOESNT IT

25 Well butnot you know it was simple case for

26 good attorney. mean -- frankly cant tell you at
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this point whether some of our relatives gave us money or

not.

My mother worked part time at some home work

or something like that knitting or something like that.

But its an interesting question. My sister

and have discussed how we survived financially in

those years. dont know the answer. The schools were

free but --

BASICALLY IT ALWAYS COMES DOWN IF YOU HAD MONEY YOUR

10 SURVIVAL WAS MUCH EASIER

11 Well we werent poor but we didnt have much money.

12 We had friends that helped. We -- dont know whether

13 youre familiar there is prize which is issued every

14 year in Israel by the Wolff Foundation its parallel to

15 the Nobel Prize.

16 If you read in the papers once year

17 just saw it last week in the Jewish bulletin there is

18 Wolff Prize for physics and for this and that.

19 Well Wolff few people know who that is

20 here but Richard Wolff was good friend of ours. And he

21 was married to Spanish woman and they had castle

22 outside of Marseilles. And know we were out there quite

23 bit. We had big piano like this and it was -- went out

24 to Richard Wolffs castle and later on we sold it to them

25 you know it was an expensive piece. And know that there

26 were friends who helped my father here and there but to
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what extent 1Aknow.

WEREYOU-

But the answer is we may not have been poor but we

were not well off in this period because my father couldnt

earn money then. Everything was against him because of the

mainly because of the French authorities.

Im Francophile but Ill tell you

everything you want to hear about some of the terrible

things that the French did in those days because of their

10 narrowmindedness and so on.

11 INTERESTING. SO YOU STAYED IN MARSEILLES HOW LONG

12 We stayed in Marseilles until the 6th of May 1941.

13 DID YOU HAVE RELATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES AT THIS

14 TIME

15 Yes we had my mothers brothers and sisters

16 primarily. We had some relatives on my fathers side but

17 not as close as my mothers relatives. The relatives who

18 helped us come to the United States were on my mothers

19 side who had come earlier.

20 RIGHT AWAY DID YOU WANT TO GO TO THE UNITED STATES

21 WHEN YOU CANE TO FRANCE DID YOU HAVE AN IDEA THAT

22 EVENTUALLY YOU WOULD EMIGRATE TO THE UNITED STATES

23 No we did not. Im sure that initially when we went

24 to France the thought was to go back to Germany once Hitler

25 cant quote this but see no reason why not.

26 After while my father you know we tried
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to become French citizens but it took many years. And

you know it never developed that far. Its possible we

would have stayed in France. My sister and certainly

grew up as French kids.

There were number of issues there like my

sister was the best student in her school and was doing

pretty well myself. The second year was there had you

know the French issue we get prize every year the

best student. Theres first prize and second prize

10 and after two years in France got the first prize in

11 French which infuriated my teacher because she thought

12 that no German should get the first prize in French but

13 you know we did.

14 have was very close to so was my

15 sister to this day to our French schoolmates. was in

16 France few months ago. In
1979eihteen

of my 24

17 classmates gave luncheon for me in the Marseilles area

18 and few months ago met with few of them on the French

19 Riviera.

20 Theres never any question about you know

21 only the school thought was German nobody else thought

22 was German.

23 Theres tale there which Im sure would

24 like to tell you because when France fell in June of 1940

25 you know school was out for the summer and started again

26 in September. The head of the school my school and you
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will remember that in those days girls schools and boys

schools were separate my sister was in girls lycee and

was in boys lycee.

And director of the school called my mother

and said Look dont think we want your son to come

back to school here. cant guarantee that the other boys

wont harm him because France has lost the war and hes

German and they might pick on him. Boys tend to be nasty.

My mother pointed out to him that we were

10 more at risk from the Germans than anybody there that we

11 didnt consider ourselves German in that sense that we

12 were against the regime thats why we were there in the

13 first place.

14 But he was adamant. So they kicked me out

15 of school. They never said word to my sister my sister

16 stayed in school until the day we left France.

17 The fact that was kicked out of school

18 unquestionably saved our lives because as result of this

19 mother -- my dad was in camp and have to get back to

20 that.

21 WAS GOING TO ASK YOU ABOUT THAT.

22 And mother was worried. was 14 years old. Mother

23 was worried about me you know what does boy do if he

24 has nothing to do something like this. And she was going

25 to all the agencies the relief agencies of which there

26 were number in Marseilles.
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JEWISH RELIEF AGENCIES

No American relief agencies American Quakers the

Mennonite association maybe that there were some Jewish
tgc

maybe the Arte.zay had an outlet but the American

agencies that were there come to mind particularly.

And in the course of one of these visits

very early in the game we she observed that the

receptionist at the Quaker office didnt speak anything

except French and the clients who came in mostly didnt

10 speak French they either spoke German or there were lot

1. of people from the Spanish civil war yet who were there

12 anything or Yiddish or whatever.

13 And she had one of these inspirations that

14 people have and mother was very socially minded. She

15 offered my services to the Quakers as volunteer and they

16 accepted my services and started working at the Quakers.

17 worked at the Quakers from August September 1940 until

18 we left in 41.

19 Because of this had total access not only

20 to the Quakers but to the American consulate. was at

2. the Quakers was an interpreter office boy. went with

22 the presidents wife to visit childrens camp as her

23 interpreter. The Quakers established childrens camp for

24 children whose parents had disappeared.

25 And also was the link between the Quakers

26 and the American consulate. had lesse passe to enter
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the American consulate at any time. People were standing

in line in front of the American consulate for days and

as 15yearold kid had access to the American consulate

not only to the door of the American consulate but to all

the files.

went in there with my briefcase and my

notebook every few days went to the files reviewed the

files for the people who were in concentration camps and

had written to the Quakers for hope to find out what theZ

10 status was because the American consulate didnt answer.

11 WHY DID THEY LET YOU DO THAT

12 dont know. dont have an answer to that

13 question. dont have an answer to that question.

14 Nowadays since my later life

15 spent nine years at the American embassy in Bonn

16 know that no outsider would ever had access to the files

17 but in 1941 in France did.

18 And in the process of doing this obviously

19 reviewed my own file and one day and you can ask me

20 questions Im sure youll have some one day one of the

21 Quakers called me in and said Look Ive talked live

22 with Hiram Bingham the vice consul and Mr. Bingham told

23 me that hes prepared to issue visa for your family you

24 should come and see him next time youre at the consulate

25 and so did. the Quakers will vouch for your family.

26 And went to see Hiram Bingham and Hiram
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Bingham was very nice gentleman. And he said to me

Look could give you visa but dont want to because

the visa is only good for 90 days and if it expires youve

got to start all over again.

IN OTHER WORDS VISITORS VISA

No aemat visa.

HOW COULD AN -- IF YOU IMMIGRATED TO UNITED STATES FOR

ONLY 90 DAYS --

No. The visa is only good for 90 days the piece of

10 paper you see. After 90 days its -- you have to use it.

11 You have 90 days to use it. And since my dad was in

12 concentration camp or internment camp we didnt know how

13 fast we could get him out.

14 Mr. Bingham said Our experience is that if

15 will give you letter that says that the American

16 government is prepared to issue visa for your family and

17 this letter you send to your dad and with this letter

18 theyll release him. And indeed thats exactly what

19 happened. They released him and then when we were ready

20 they gave us the visa.

21 Q. DID YOU GET THE VISA WITHOUT AN AFFIDAVIT FROM

22 ANYBODY

23 We had affidavits.

24 YOU DID

25 But they werent strong enough. And the American

26 consulate you know hate to say nasty things about my
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adoptive country which means lot to me but the

understanding of the state department in 1940 and 41 of

what was going on in the world was rather remote and with

cILL L.JIL.

Cordel Howell as the Secretary of State who didnt

necessarily want any more people in than was necessary it

wasnt exactly helpful 1iie procedure and this was

most of my job the procedure of the American government

of the jtate epartment was that every time you came up

r1
with papers they1requested and you said Aha Ive got

10 everything need they said Aha but you need another

11 piece of paper.

12 And that stopped with us because the Quakers

13 vouched for us. So thats where my saying before that my

14 working for the Quakers saved our lives because never

15 would have you know was 15 years old its

16 AMAZING

17 Whatever.

18 AND YOUR SISTER AT THAT TIME STILL WENT TO SCHOOL

.19 Yes she went to school until we left.

20 SO YOU DID SEND THE PIECE OF PAPER TO YOUR FATHER

21 Yes.

22 AND HE CANE

23 Yes.

24 AND HE WAS RELEASED

25 And he was released. And he came back we had4cUO
26 number you know we had to dissolve our apartment our
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furniture we needed -- we had promise the

rU
American visao weeeded an exit visa from France.

We needed -- having decided -- there were

two ways to get out of France you could either go through

Spain or you could go through the French West Indies

Martinique because there were ships going from Marseilles

to there.

And we opted for Martinique because my

father didnt want to expose himself to Franco in Spain.

10 So he said Im not taking any chances. So we needed

11 transit visa for the French West Indies and we needed

12 ships passage.

13 AND YOU NEEDED MONEY FOR THE TICKETS

14 And we needed money for the tickets. Well we sold

15 all of our furniture so we had barely enough but we had

16 money for the tickets think -- and we needed passage

17 from Martinique to the United States and believe my

18 memory tells me that the passage from Martinique into the

19 United States was paid for by my aunt and uncle in

20 Cincinnati.

21 But there were two ships leaving Marseilles

22 one on the 6th of May and one on the 10th of May the one

23 on the 6th of May was called the Winnipeg and the one on

24 the 10th of May was called the Wyoming.

25 My dad wanted to leave on the 10th of May to

26 have more time to take care of things. My mother said
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something like Over my dead body ai were leaving on

the first ship that goes out of here. And we booked for

the 6th of May.

This is significant because well the exit

visa and the transit visa you had to go to the French

police prefecture. There was lady living in our house

who worked at the police prefecture and she brought us the

papers to fill out. We gave her the papers fillout.

We never set foot in the French police prefecture.

10 And when the papers were ready she let us

11 know and she told us where to go and was sent as the

12 messenger. went there to the French police prefecture

13 and said Im here to pick up the papers. And they

14 said Who are these people said dont know Im

15 only here as messenger. And they handed me the papers

16 paid whatever needed to be paid and walked away.

17 The secretary general of the Quakers called

18 the president of the French line Misari Maritime and

19 said We have four of our staff members we need passage

20 for on the Winnipeg.t And the president of the French line

21 said But all the cabins are taken.

22 And Herbert Lagler the secretary general
-J

23 of the Quakers said Our staff members will go tourist

24 class. And so he said okay we will have four passages

25 for you.

26 And was sent with check to the office of
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the French line and picked up these four passages. Again

they asked who these people were. said dont know

Im just Quaker messenger. And so picked up the

tickets.

When we finally leftthe Quakers took us by

Quaker vehicle shipside and we went on the ship.

want to point out that the German

armistice commission was there in full regalia with their

wonderful swastikas. They inspected everybody on the ship.

10 Theres some people dont remember how

11 many but theres some people who were taken off the ship.

12 My memory is that the people who were taken of the

13 Winnipeg were people -- the widow of one of the former head

14 of the Reichstag political leaders political figures.

15 GERMAN

16 German refugees in France.

17 NON-JEW

18 Presumably non-Jews either or both.

19 But there were some very wellknown names on

20 that ship who made it mostly artists. There were lot of

21 artists. There were several organizations in Marseilles

22 who helped artists and scientists and people like that

23 escape but the armistice commission did come and look at

24 us.

25 As footnote to this you should know that

26 the Winnipeg was captured with us aboard. We went to north
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Africa around Africa to Dakar. We did not stop in Dakar.

Then across the south Atlantic towards Martinique.

And one day out of Martinique the Dutch

Dutch working for the British captured us because the

Vichy government after all we came from Vichy France

unoccupied France Vichy France had done something nice

for the Germans like giving them some air Im told air

bases in Syriaihich the French had control.

And as counter move the British captured

42
10 us and brought our ship to port -of-Spain Trinidad where

11 we spent one month in quote internment camp. However

12 it was very tame and they treated us very nicely they even

13 took us on tours of the city in buses. So it wasnt the

14 same it was different world when this happened.

15 IN MARTINIQUE

16 No in ort-ofSpain. We never made it to Martinique.

17 RIGHT.

18 We were one day out of Martinique. There were French

19 soldiers on our ship. There was captain with his family

20 and there were some soldiers senagere soldiers.

rI 21 When we were captured the Wyoming which was

22 off the coast of Africa starting to cross the south

23 Atlantic was turned back to Africa and the people on it

24 never made it past Africa. They made them work in Africa

25 for the rest of the war.

26 So thats why pointed out before how
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important those four days were. Its all fate dont

know what you can believe in but its every move you make

is you know its fate.

FOR YOU YOUNG PERSON IT MUST HAVE BEEN

TREMENDOUS ALMOST AN ADVENTURE.

It was an adventure because you dont have any

responsibility. Our parents had the responsibility for us

at but for me as 15-year-old it was exciting. You had

no fears at that age you know and spoke fluent French

10 you know spoke French better than almost anything else

11 and so could get along with anybody on the ship et

12 cetera et cetera.

13 AND YOUR SISTER TOO

14 My sister too yeah.

15 WAS YOUR SISTER YOUNGER OR OLDER

16 Shes year older.

17 YOURE VERY CLOSE

18 Yeah.

19 SO AFTER HAVING SPENT ALMOST VACATION RIGHT IN THE

20 SO-CALLED INTERNMENT CAMP WHERE DID YOU PROCEED

21 We proceeded at the end of May no we proceeded at

22 the end of June because its about three or four days by

23 ship from Trinidad to New York and we landed on the 31st

24 -- the 30th the 30th of June we landed June 30th we

25 landed in New York.

26 We could have left little bit sooner but
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we had no money for the ships passage. It cost hundred

dollars head from Trinidad to New York. So my relatives

in Ohio had to send money to New York \the Moore-McCormck

line. Those are the ships that plied the trade between

tJ

South America and New Yorkerus -iae passengers on the

S. S. Uruguay which is very large 30000 ton ship

luxury liner which was another cultural shock.

SO BUT THE WINNIPEG YOUR SHIP WHICH WAS CAPTURED

STAYED IN TRINIDAD DONT QUITE --

10 dont know.

11 OH YOU DONT KNOW

12 After they took us of the Winnipeg and put us in the

13 internment camp have no idea what they did to the ship.

14 BUT UNDERSTOOD YOUR PASSAGE WAS PAID FROM -- YOU

15 MENTIONED THAT THAT YOUR PASSAGE WAS PAID FROM -- ON THE

16 SHIP FROM FRANCE TO --

17 dont know where the money came from to pay for it.

18 dont remember. assume it came from monies that we got

19 from selling our furniture and stuff like that. know

20 that when we got to the states we had very little money

21 left. You go through years of these exercises and you

22 know what we had no money in the United States. Some

23 of our relatives did before they came but we didnt.

24 WERE YOU ABLE TO BRING ANY OF YOUR PERSONAL THINGS

25 Yes we had few trunks few cases. There is

7UG9T
26 picture of the suit schwitzer hanging in there. dont
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know why we had three or four paintings and books\is all

my parents brought out no furniture of any kind.

WHAT ABOUT PERSONAL PICTURES PHOTOGRAPHS

We had those we have those.

THAT IS WHAT PEOPLE MOSTLY THINK OF IS THEIR PERSONAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.

We had those my sister has those. After my mother

died my sister took most of that stuff.

The you know there were didnt mention

10 that dont know the exact date but in the summer of

11 1940 after France fell -- first of all France fell in

12 June. At the end of May beginning of June when the

13 Germans after the Germans entered France through Belgium

14 and got to Paris we were we meaning well let me go

15 back.

16 My father when the my father had been in

17 French internment camp when the war started in September
ilj tL-L.

18 of 39 till December of 39 in LeMill which is camp

19 outside of Marseilles. And they released him in December

20 of 39. Enough of his French friends vouched for him et

21 cetera and he was released.

22 In May of 40 when the Germans entered

23 France invaded France he was again taken in and sent to

4LL
24 LeMill again. And you know that wasnt very much time

w1
25 there it was May and the Germans very rapidly swept south

26 past Paris.
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iIL-LEc

And about that time they evacuated LeMill

and put them all on the train to send them guess to North

Africa or something like that nobody really knew exactly

where they were sending them. But they sent them west

towards Bilboa towards the Pyrenees Mountains.

little while later maybe ten 15 days

later we got call late at night from the police that

they were going to evacuate us since we were in danger of

the Germans. And they put us on train. We walked to the

10 train with whatever we could carry. There were no taxis

11 everything had broken down by this time.

12 And we got to the train dont know 400

13 or 500 in the morning and we got on the train and it

14 left towards the Pyrenees with all the wes and the

15 children. There were couple people on the train who were

16 German German Germans but most of us were refugee

17 Germans Jewish or political mostly Jewish but few

18 political.

19 And we got as far as Pau P-au in the

20 Pyrenees and then the war came to an end. And we my

21 recollection is the train crawled back into Lourdes famous

22 for its meaning in the Catholic religion the shrine of

23 Lourdes.

24 And we were parked on the tracks in Lourdes

25 and we were in passenger train. We had an old lady and

26 daughter old lady 80s in our compartment lady we
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knew. And my mother and my sister and we were in one

compartment.

And we sat there for number of hours. And

there was on the next track over there was freight

train. And after we sat there for hours somebody on our

train spotted her husband on the freight train and

suddenly we became aware that all of the people from

LeMill were on that train that had gone towards the

Atlantic coast en the Germans were

10 Bordeaux -aejr pulled backoP\the two trains were

11 parked parallel to each other. And my father was on that

12 train And we got to visit with each other on the tradk.

13 And after while the gendarmes didnt know what to do

14 about all this.

15 Finally they said Well you get back on

16 your trains. You will all get together this is all going

17 to be over et cetera et cetera.

18 Well sounded beautiful but it didnt turn

19 out to be that way. We went back to Marseillesur train

20 and we were let loose so to speak. My fathers train

21 didnt go back to Marseilles it went to Nimes in southern

22 France. And they put him in camp in Nimes until later

23 on in the summer they sent him to Gurs Ijs camp that

24 mentioned previously in the Pyrenees.

25 When we got back to Marseilles there was one

26 interlude in the summer where the police called us all to
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thing called hotel in the hills around Marseilles

called Hotel Boinpard B-o-m-p-a-r-d. And they assembled

all of us to be inspected by the German armistice

commission.

End Tape Side Begin Tape Side

And they locked the doors we couldnt just walk in

and walk out once we were in there. And the German

armistice commission came.

remember this guy with the swastika on his

10 arm and he spoke to us very nicely you know Dont you

11 want to come home to the Reich we will take care of you.

4O 12 dont know why -- inaudible

13 There were two or three women there who were

14 not Jewish and not political refugees that somehow the

15 French in their supreme knowledge of who was who had just

16 brought in at the same time because they were Germans you

17 know and they wanted to go back to Germany. They told me

18 Oh yeah well go back.

19 But most of us wanted this Nazi to get lost

20 you know we didnt want tosee him. My guess is we were

21 there couple weeks. And heard later my mother was

22 terribly worried about me because there were mostly women

23 and children was the oldest boy and was 14 years old

24 and she became aware of the fact that there were couple

25 women there who were out to capture me or something like

26 that. was very innocent. wasnt aware of anything
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but mother was very much aware. She told me this later.

became ill what turned out to be

pleurisy. They had no doctors there and so they didnt

know what to do so they sent mother and my sister and me

home. We got doctor who was also member of parliament

who after ten days they gave us ten days to cure me.

And after ten days he said -- well he

piece of paper that wasnt well and he wasnt

tJ
going to release me. And he said to us curIcw-1---rftd

10 know its tendency of Germans to do what theyre told to

ii. do at least in those days it was thats why they all went

12 to concentration camps they didnt -- they werent taught

13 how to say no or to disappear lot of them.

14 But this French doctor said -- he was

15 Jewish and he said You dont have to go back. If they

16 want you they can come and get you. In the meantime just

17 lie low and dont volunteer to go back.

18 And he gave us certificate that wasnt

19 well et cetera et cetera and they never came back they

20 forgot about us they dropped the subject.

21 So we -- what happened to Hotel Bompard

22 have no idea but it is segment in the history of that

23 period that people went there for presentation to the

24 German armistice commission. And its after that went to

25 work for the Quakers. It was before went to work for the

26 Quakers so it was between the end of June and August
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somewhere in that period of 1940 that this Bonipard

confrontation took place.

BUT YOU WERE REALLY SITTING ON POWDER KEG ALL THE

TIME

Yes because you really didnt know what was going to

happen you know. And the French didnt understand food

LI
was very sparse it was hard you had to stand in line

the rationing cards for everything and you couldnt get

anything to eat that was decent and dad was in this camp

10 and so on.

11 WHAT ABOUT THE COLLABORATORS IN FRANCE

12 Well the Germans at that time started this program of

13 taking people from France including southern France or

14 Vichy France to volunteer to work in Germany and there

15 were lot. Amongst my friends there was one who joined
MLtC-

16 the Melise which was the right wing organization that

17 collaborated with the Germans.

18 æeease-_fwa-s- ou know there were no

19 jobs everything had collapsed and you know he was

20 about he was born in 22 so in 40 he was 18 and no

21 work. His father had died and they offered him to feed

22 him so he joined the Melise. He wasnt basically mean

23 but they didnt have the faintest idea what they were

24 getting themselves into except that he was going somewhere

25 where they would feed him.

26 So the collaborators you know you werent
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too aware of them at that early period. You were aware of

the Germans calling in the Me11e and stuff like that

but the real the resistance and the collaboration was

more evident in occupied France and in socalled

nonoccupied Vichy France after October 42 when the

Germans occupied the whole works because you know it was

the confrontation was more necess once the Germans were

there in full force.

In southern France in the early days it was

10 still -- you could still do certain things. There were

11 people who were hiding who were living in the countryside.

12 have relatives who lived in France in the countryside

13 during the entire occupation and survived especially if

14 you got out of the cities preferably.

15 But you know it was aN1unpredictable game

16 that was going on. It was just matter of -- the whole

17 effort on everybodys part who was socalled endangered

18 species as we were was to get out of there by hook or by

19 crook. That was the purpose of the Quakers and so on.

20 You might be interested in knowing that on

21 the 11th of February think it was the 11th --

22 WHAT YEAR

23 This year 1990. went to Los Angeles and at the

24 memorial ceremony for the head of the Quakers in France in

25 1940 gave one of the eulogies on behalf of the children

26 that he and his wife saved in France. And there was
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very very moving ceremony. He got to be 98 years old.

And Howard Kershner he and Gertrude Kershner who were

the heads of the Quakers in France saved thousands.

He went to Marshal he pleaded for

the kids and for the other people et cetera et cetera.

Very very unbelievable effort on peoples part to saw

what was going on and tried to help.

YOU MENTIONED THE MENNONITES.

The Mennonites were there. There was also another

10 committee maybe the name will come back to me its
se---

11 historically documented 4escue Committee or

12 something like that. They specialized in saving

13 scientists artists authors you know.

çc.
14 There were lot of well famous German

15 writers you know from oh lets see the names. Well
soLo r1eJ

16 Golomon was there1 n1i k. The names

17 escape me at the moment but theyre famous names in German

18 literature and science. And this conunittee specialized in

19 getting them out of France.

20 ITS INTERESTING THEY HAD COMMITTEE SPECIALIZING IN

21 PEOPLE OF CERTAIN PROFESSION IN TIMES LIKE THAT WHEN

22 PEOPLE -- EVERYBODY NEEDED HELP.

23 Yeah they were funded probably by Hollywood or other

24 such organs because these people were well-known in the

25 United States.

26 So committee was set up to help the people
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who were known in the United States everybody else fell

into different category.

Can you shut this of for second
tLL

In this camp LeMill where my father was

twice after the fall of France they had before or

after the exact dates dont know when they got there

when they left there but they had some real well-known

personalities besides all the other people the normal

people.

10 The Germans Austrians Czechs all people

11 who lived in southern France most of whom were antiNazis

12 there are twoNobel Prize winners many scientists

LI DfJ
13 hundreds of authors including Walter BenjaminTkAi
14 PgWux -eu1a-4i. Walter

\\\\\

15 çHasenclver7 rz4-Wa1t4-uigar -Eric
I4 OLJ frtJ4tJJ

16 ..Hi.inaa Alfred Contolowitz Goloman Ulrich Sarnnanj-

17 et cetera.

18 And about 50 painters including Max Ernst
k4pciif

19 Hans Belmer 1f ir4 Johnny Freidlander who

20 happens to be personal friend of ours Gs---Ere

21 eErOlaf psht and so on.

22 The sculptor Lipman Wlff who wound up

23 on my ship by the way the Winnipeg when we left these

24 are people who were all in this camp because they had all

25 left Germany and lived in southern France.

26 Southern France was nice place nice
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climate and they were in all of these places but between

Marseilles and Nice these people had taken up residence

when they left Germany.

And you know that the artists were

particular target of Hitler and so they you know if you

were an unknown person you sometimes could disappear in the

woodwork but wellknown artists couldnt. They either

painted or wrote the way Hitler wanted it or out they went.

So those were some comments about that.

10 THATS VERY INTERESTING. DID NOT KNOW THAT THEY HAD

11 SPECIAL COMMITTEES TO TAKE CARE OF THE ARTISTS.

12 Of the artists yes yes. Somewhere in the back of my

13 mind theres name of gentleman who was in charge of it

14 but at the moment cant remember it. ç/p1pJ

15 YES.

16 So thats what went on there in 1940 41.

17 SO YOU ACTUALLY GOT INTO NEW YORK ON WHAT SHIP WAS IT

18 The U.S. Uruguay an American ship which traveled

19 between South America and New York. The MooreMcCormick

20 Line did that. They had two .big liners the Argentina and

21 the Uruguay we came on the Uruguay.

22 And you know that started new segment in

23 our lives. For my parents it was not easy. My father was

24 55 years old and he had to start from scratch which

25 ultimately killed him.

26 Between the concentration camp and all what
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happened before and that he started as common laborer in

New York and you cant do that at 55 and you know up and

down the subway you know in New York heat. We got there

in 41 and 44 he had his first heart attack and from

then on it all went downhill for him.

He died in 52 at age 65 from heart disease

and he was the youngest one in his family to die in the

sense he was the youngest of 11 and he is the only one who

died before he was 75 years old or something. The others

10 all got to be 75 to 85 whatever.

11 YOU STARTED SCHOOL IN NEW YORK

12 was shipped to Cincinnati Ohio.

13 SHIPPED

14 To my aunt and uncle who had volunteered to take me in

15 while my parents established themselves. My sister stayed

16 in New York and spent 15 months in Cincinnati.

17 graduated high school in night school in

18 Cincinnati at the ripe old age of 16 and started

19 university there before went back to New York.

20 And went to New York then and went to

21 New York in October of 42 and went to City College in New

22 York until December of 43 when was drafted into the

23 army. In October of 43 turned 18 and in December 43

24 went into the army.

25 HAVE ONE QUESTION. WHEN YOU GOT TO NEW YORK WERE

26 YOU ABLE TO SPEAK ENGLISH
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Thats very interesting question its very good

question. had taken two years of English in the French

school and had was the top student in my class in

English.

At that point in line with the question you

asked me previously knew was going to go to the United

States if was going anywhere and so was quite

interested in English. Working at the Quakers for nine

months heard lot of English and spoke whatever could.

10 But when -- when we landed in New York we

11 went on tour of what everybody else goes on tour of

12 like Fifth Avenue and Rockefeller Center. And in

13 Rockefeller Center finally had to go to the bathroom and

14 couldnt find one and went up to the desk at the main

15 reception desk and said to the gentleman there Excuse

16 me where is the WC

17 And he didnt -- this was before World War

18 II and he didnt have the faintest idea what was talking

19 about. And it kind of frustrated me and finally said

20 well maybe they pronounce the whole thing and said

21 Where is the water closet and he didnt know that

22 either. Finally said Where is the toilet And he

23 said Oh you mean the toilet. And he explained it to

24 me and was still looking for it and never did find

25 it.

26 But anyway to answer your question did
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speak English spoke some English. My uncle in

Cincinnati was perturbed by the fact that didnt know any

more English than knew but like everything else picked

it up pretty fast.

WHAT ABOUT YOUR PARENTS

My parents had some knowledge of school English they

spoke some English. They certainly were not fluent but

enough to get by. In New York you didnt need that much in

those days.

10 SO YOU WENT TO UNIVERSITY

11 went in New York to City College and then -- until

12 was drafted. And was very you know considered myself

13 Frenchman at that time. was became the secretary

14 general of the DeGaullist youth in New York.

15 OH THEY HAD SUCH THING

UWf fd\1C LN
16 Yeah genes Franz le bel. There was strong

17 expatriate movement in New York there were several

18 expatriate movements. The French never danced to the same

19 tune so they had different groups going different ways.

20 They had Geoloaf group and DeGaulle

1J

21 group and dont know suppose they had Patan

22 group too Vichy group.

23 belonged to the DeGaullist element and

24 the last nine months or year or something dont remember

25 the exact dates worked with the DeGaulltists newspaper

26 in New York and got to know some of the pretty important
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people.

But was strictly in with the DeGaullftst

movement in New York having grown up in France. Theyre

the ones who were out to fight the Germans and wanted to

fight the Germans.

WHEN DID YOU BECOME AN AMERICAN CITIZEN

Well became an American citizen in 1944. was

drafted in 43 went to basic training and sent to North

Carolina. And the end of the basic training if you were in

10 the military they made you citizen right away you didnt

11 have to wait.

12 RIGHT.

13 So became citizen in -- believe it was May

14 something like that of 44 in Fayetteville North

15 Carolina by decree so they wouldnt send me overseas to

16 fight the Germans while was not an American citizen.

17 So -- and was in the states actually until

18 March of 45. was sent to Europe in March of 45 in the

19 intelligence service.

20 YOU FOUND LOT OF PEOPLE IN YOUR BACKGROUND

21 Yes it was very interesting. was sent to place
cR

22 called Camp Maryland and all the -- Jerry Gert and

23 some of my other friends they all wound up in Camp 1y
24 sonieway one way or the other. Thats where all the people

25 were that knew the languages.

26 And so they sent me then ultimately they
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sent me to Europe you know to be German interpreter.

But got to Paris was still in Paris on Victory Day so

really didnt get into Germany until two days after the

war was over but was there right after the war was over.

was in Bremen the 10th of May the war was over on the

8th of May and stayed for year.

WHAT DID YOU DO IN BREMEN

was first was in the intelligence section of

the Bremen port command and then transferred into the

10 counterintelligence corps and engaged in sport called

11 de-Nazification and it was very interesting.

12 Interesting part of history post-war

13 Germany. Thats another chapter.

14 And then came back in April believe it

15 was April of 46 came back to the states. was living

16 in New York at the time and had been out of the army in

17 May of 46 and wound up going to college upstate New York

18 from 46 to 49. 47 transferred was first in

19 temporary college and then transferred to Syracuse

20 University and graduated from Syracuse University in

21 political science in 49.

22 YOU HAD GONE TO COLLEGE BEFORE

23 Yeah but didnt finish.

24 YOU DIDNT FINISH

25 was you know was too young was only 18 when

26 was drafted. had started because -- finished high
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school so early but knew was going to wind up in the

army so took some courses which got credit for but

still needed three more years after got out and so

WHAT YEAR DID YOU GRADUATE

49. It was very hard to get into college in 46

because there were four or five years of students that

wanted to get into college. And so it was college

spaces colleges were not prepared to accept that kind of

volume.

10 And so wound up in Governor Thomas

11 Dewey in New York set up some temporary colleges for people

12 like me and we first went into those and then they --

13 after we were there for year then the other colleges

14 seeing our record took us. was in pilot group that

15 went to Syracuse University. Worked very well so

16 WHAT DID YOU DO WHEN YOU GOT OUT OF COLLEGE

17 Well got out of college in 49 wanted to get

18 into the foreign service or something. And 49 was very

19 difficult. was didnt have any funds for anything in

20 Washington and so in the meantime while was in college

21 had become reserve officer.

22 In the military got out of the army as

23 sergeant and so had gotten reserve commission as

24 second lieutenant while was in college. And in 49

25 when graduated went to Washington and -- looking for

26 job in the government and everybody said there are no jobs
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available we have no funds.

And filed some applications but it took

forever you know they didnt move fast. Like six nine

months was nothing because they had to check you out had

to get security check or who knows what else.

So instead of doing what lot of other

.1GT CYzE
people did and get any job in some Needix orange juice

dispensing place or little restaurant or something which

is one thing you could do decided to go on active duty

10 in the army until all of this was settled.

11 had also put in for graduate degree at

12 Columbia University. They had turned me down. And then

13 accepted -- well the only way you could get in the.army is

14 you put in for what they called competitive tour for

15 regular army commission so did.

16 They called me to active duty in the

17 artillery which was about as far from anything had ever

18 done they sent me to the artillery school at Fort Sill

19 Oklahoma. was the only nonartillery second lieutenant

20 in the whole place out of hundred and twenty.

21 But -- and after had got there Columbia

22 wrote me and said you are accepted for the graduate year

23 program but then it was too late.

24 And went to the artillery school. was

25 sent to the second 4nfantryJivision in Fort Lewis

26 washington in March of 1950 and on the 25th of June 1950
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the Korean War started. And was in the first unit to

leave the United States that was shipped to Korea as an

artillery forward observer.

worked my way all the way from the Naktong

River to the Manchurian border somehow survived and that

was that.

When it was all over couldnt get out of

the army because the war wasnt over the Korean War wasnt

over so they wouldnt let me out. And wound up coming

10 back to the states spending year back in intelligence in

11 North Carolina because my commission was in military

12 intelligence but my service in Korea was in the artillery.

13 And then was sent to Germany to Berlin

14 again as lieutenant first lieutenant. And when the

15 Korean War was over the Korean War was over in August of

16 53 and in December of 53 was released from active

17 duty and was in Berlin and stayed in Berlin for

18 another 21 months as civilian in one of these jobs in

19 Berlin.

20 Then came back to the Bay Area in 55. So

21 that was the next step in my life.

22 YOU ACTUALLY CAME OUT OF THE ARMY WHEN

23 In December of 53.

24 AND-

25 The second time.

26 THE SECOND TIME
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Yeah. And might add to close the military chapter

that stayed in the reserve went back to Germany

came back came back here when no came back here

got out of the army in December 53 stayed in Germany

until August or September of 55 as civilian employee of

the government resigned from that.

came back here you know to see what

was going to do and got marriedhere and went back to

Germany in 57 with my wife.

10 got married here in the Bay Area in 56

11 and in 57 with my wife who said to me styousve been all

12 over the world Ive been nowhere even though she was

13 born in Berlin but came here as threeanda-halfyearold

14 child went back to Germany in 57 and stayed until 1981

15 as civilian employee of the U.S. government. In this

16 period also was reserve officer.

17 And retired in 1979 from the U.S. Army

18 Reserve as full colonel which you know at least it

19 shows that America picked up somebody worthwhile when they

20 picked me up in 1941.

21 YOU DID EXTREMELY WELL.

22 Well

23 ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD OR ANY ADVICE YOU

24 WOULD LIKE TO GIVE ANYBODY ABOUT YOUR LIFE

25 Well the only you know philosophically the only

26 thing you can say is lot of it was luck being in the
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right place at the right time. Even if you were in the

wrong place at the right time that somehow you kept working

at getting out of the situation you were in.

Im sure that my mother was very strong

influence in that direction. My father didnt have

chance because he was out of commission most of the time

but we -- my father was smart in getting out of Germany in

1934 but unfortunately in the end we were the last ones

almost left in Europe from most of the family who after the

10 Kristallnacht went to the United States directly whereas

11 we were left over in France.

12 dont know you know there is no moral to

13 the story. Im sure there are lot of people today who

14 are in similar situations in other countries for other

15 reasons but genocide is genocide and whether its in

16 Cambodia or whether its anywhere else its difficult to

17 know how to do anything to influence these situations.

18 One tries one tries to donate money for

19 certain causes but its very difficult to influence

20 situations which are perpetrated by dictatorial regimes in

21 one country or the other. Outside of that dont know

22 what else could add.

23 YOU HAD VERY INTERESTING VARIED LIFE AND THINK

24 YOU MADE THE MOST OUT OF EVERY SITUATION YOU WERE IN. IT

25 WAS PLEASURE TALKING TO YOU.

26 Thank you very much for your time.
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-000--

Begin Tape Side

MS. FIELDEN My name is Evelyn Fielden. Im

here with Ralph Hockley in Tiburon. It is March 1990.

10 Im recording this for the Holocaust Center of San

11 Francisco the Oral History Project.

12 BY MS. FIELDEN

13 GOOD MORNING RALPH.

14 Good morning.

15 WOULD YOU TELL ME WHERE AND WHEN YOU WERE BORN

16 was born on October 17th 1925 in Karisruhe

17 Germany.

18 AND YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER LIVED THERE LONG TIME

19 My father was -- they had lived there since the early

20 1920s. My parents got married in 1923. My father was

21 from the Mannheim area. Actually he was born in Hockenheiin

22 because our name used to be Hockenheiiner.

23 My mother was from Munich and they got

24 married by the usual arrangement in those days that my

25 mothers grandmother came from Mannheim and she knew what

26 good German families had son who was available and she
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arranged the get together subsequent marriage.

ARE YOU AN ONLY CHILD

No have sister who is year older than am.

IS SHE STILL ALIVE

Yes.

SO YOU WENT TO SCHOOL

In Germany

IN GERMANY.

went to school for about two or three years before

10 my parents left Germany. We left Germany very early in

11 1934 35. guess 34 really because we children were

12 passed on to different relatives in Mannheim and Munich in

13 1934 beginning of 1935 and then we spent six months in

14 Switzerland with an aunt before my parents moved to

15 Marseilles France.

16 WHAT DID YOUR FATHER DO

17 He was in the butcher supply business speaking in

18 German in Karlsruhe.

19 SOUNDS VERY GOOD IN GERMAN WOULD YOU TRANSLATE IT FOR

20 US IN ENGLISH

21 Yes.

.22 YOU WANT TO TRANSLATE THAT FOR US INTO ENGLISH

23 Its the butcher supply business.

24 ALL RIGHT. SO YOU ACTUALLY HAD NOT REALLY LIVED UNDER

25 THE NAZIS IN GERMANY

26 Initially 33 to 35 because do remember certain
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things and one of the reasons we left is because my father

objected to the difficulties that we were confronted with

in school.

My teacher happened to be the head of the

Nazi party in the area and he was very obnoxious whatever

you want to call it. And we went through this business of

raising the swastika flag every morning.

And there were four Jewish kids in my class

including me and we started being exposed to all kinds of

10 obnoxious remarks not so much on the part of the kids who

11 were toO small to understand it as from the teachers and

12 the older students.

13 And there was in Karisruhe contrary to what

14 one hears normally there was an antiJewish or very

15 strong Nazi activity going on even in 33.

16 have recently been in contact with lady

17 whose dad was member of the Reichstag the parliament

18 who was also the Minister of Justice of the State of Baden

19 and his name was Ludwig Marum.

20 And remember as child that Ludwig Marum

21 and four other people were arrested in 1933 loaded on

22 trucks and driven through the whole City of Karlsruhe

23 subjected to the attacks and the spits and whatever of the

24 populace as Jews. He was member of parliament. He had

25 the misfortune of also being Social Democrat on top of

26 being Jewish so they got him in two different directions.
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And he was put in concentration camp in

the area at the time and in 34 they killed him. And you

know so even though it was 34 35 it wasnt without

problems at that time. It didnt all start with the

Kristallnacht in 38.

WERE YOUR PARENTS RELIGIOUS

Observing my father was not my mother was. My

father was not religious. He was like say about my

father he had served in World War in the German army for

10 four years had the Iron Cross and felt very nationally

11 German.

12 SO IN OTHER WORDS YOU WERE NOT BROUGHT UP IN AN

13 ORTHODOX WAY

14 was not.

15 SO YOU LEFT IN 34 DID YOU SAY

16 34 35. would say about the end of 34 beginning

17 of 35.

18 SEE. SO YOU -- WHAT DID YOU DO YOU WENT TO

19 SWITZERLAND

20 Went to Switzerland for six months and we went to

21 France to Marseilles France in September of 35.

22 SO YOUR FATHER MUST HAVE REALLY HAD QUITE SOME

23 FORESIGHT

24 Yes. He in retrospect and whatever he had lot of

25 foresight. He felt very strongly as German and he felt

26 that he didnt have to put up with all the insults. Being
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in the butcher related business butchers tend to be more

brutal because they kill animals. He had some very very

good friends amongst his clients. But there were others

who were very very who you know hed come in to sell

his products and he would be confronted with this business

of we dont buy from Jews even though theyd been buying

from him for ten years but et cetera et cetera. So you

know the thing would become very obnoxious very fast.

HE WAS IN NO WAY CONNECTED WITH THE inaudible --

10 No it was strictly straight butcher business.

11 BUTCHER BUSINESS.

12 He also -- in those days you will remember the

13 sausages were all made in casings. The sausages were in

14 casings in animal casings and which today you dont see

15 much anymore. But he was very big in the casing business.

16 And so he sold lot of casings to butchers for the making

17 of sausages so it was big business.

18 WAS YOURS LARGE FAMILY DID YOU HAVE LOTS OF UNCLES

19 AND AUNTS

20 Yes. My father was the youngest of 11 and my mother

21 was one of four children. So her family was mostly in

22 Munich my maternal grandfather whom knew whom knew

23 yet was had hat business ladies hats near the

24 railroad station in Munich and he and his brothers.

25 And my dads family was in the cigar

26 business. They had cigar industry in Hockenheim which my
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father didnt go into because he was the youngest. The

older brothers got involved with that and by the time it

got on to him they didnt need anybody else anymore.

So he went of on his own into

import/export and he actually went into this business

because one of his sisters husbands was in this business

and became his partner. Thats how he wound up in that

business.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MAJORITY OF YOUR FAMILY DO YOU

10 KNOW

11 Yes. My mothers family they all survived they all

12 left Germany in the late 30s.

13 Thats what was saying before we were the

14 first ones to leave and when we left most of our relatives

15 thought we were out of our minds. And that this guy Hitler

16 was going to go away et cetera you know.

17 But as it turned out by 38 most of them

18 left. My mothers brothers and sisters all left around

19 1938 and came to the United States and my grandmother

20 followed also.

21 My fathers side of the family they didnt

22 all leave. His oldest brother wound up when Im sure

23 youre familiar with the fact that the Jews of Baden in

24 1941 after the fall of France were all shipped to

25 southern France to concentration camp internment camp

26 in the French Pyrenees called G-u-r-s. And my father wound
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up in Gurs from France. They had Jews in France who were

herded together after the fall of France and wound up in

Gurs.

And my uncle aunts and other relatives

came from Germany in the fall of 1941 no 1940

correct myself 1940. France fell in June of 1940 my

father wound up in Gurs soon thereafter and his brother

and sistersin-law and aunts and cousins who were still in

Germany were shipped in the fall of 1940 to this camp Gurs

10 in France. It was an internment camp as contrasted lets

11 say with concentration camp.

12 You could get out of there if you had

13 visa for example to the United States they would let you

14 go out of Gurs until -- getting way ahead of myself -- but

15 still until October of 42 the people who were there in

16 October of 42 that included one of my aunts and one of my

17 cousins the widow of one of my fathers brothers and her

18 daughter.

19 In October of 42 they shipped everybody out

20 of Gurs to Auschwitz. have postcard somewhere from my

21 aunt saying Were being shipped out of here by train we

22 do not know where to. And that was the last we ever heard

23 of her and we know she was gassed they were gassed in

24 Auschwitz.

25 Those who got out before thi.s date

26 miraculously were saved. My father got out in March April
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41 when we got visa to go to United States and got out

in that fashion.

VERY LUCKY.

Yes.

WELL LETS GET BACK TO YOUR CHILDHOOD. YOU WENT TO

SCHOOL IN SWITZERLAND

No not really. went to school in Karlsruhe first

and not in Munich but in Mannheim for few months. They

found out was in town and came and got me.

10 Then went to school in France starting in

11 the fall of 1935 in Marseilles first to private school

12 for year to learn French then went to the lycee in

13 Marseilles the rest of the time was there.

14 HOW LONG WERE YOU IN MARSEILLES

15 Well until May of 41. We left in May of 41.

16 CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR LIFE THERE LITTLE BIT

17 Sure. My father was in related business to the

18 business he had in Germany. The reason he went to

19 Marseilles is because he had some business friends there

20 and they asked him why dont you come here well work with

21 you et cetera et cetera and we did that.

22 It was very nice but it was very

23 complicated. We as children didnt know everything that

24 one went through but we knew enough. There were lot of

25 difficulties. The French police was not exactly

26 understanding for the problems of refugees and most of the
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police officials in Marseilles were Corsicans and they

were pretty unkind or whatever.

Let me go back little bit and explain the

story which is historically very interesting. My parents

went to Marseilles in 1934 to set up the situation for our

moving there from Germany. They were there on the 14th of

October 1934 which is the day King Alexander of Yugoslavia

came to Marseilles and was assassinated together with the

French foreign minister Louis Barthou.

10 This happened in front of the stock exchange

11 in Marseilles on the Canebiere which is the main street in

12 Marseilles and my parents were standing about 20 feet away

13 from them when they got shot.

14 The French police with its inimitable style

15 made record of all foreigners who were in Marseilles on

16 that date and put them on black list about which we

17 didnt hear anything at that time.

18 My parents subsequently in 35 applied for

19 permit visa to reside in France immigration permit to

20 France to Marseilles and got it got permission and based

21 on the permission they moved to Marseilles in the fall of

22 35.

23 Well in 1938 my dad in course of his

24 business was in Basel in Bale on the French side and he

25 wanted to go over to the Swiss side to visit client. And

26 he asked at the border what he needed to do and they said
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well you go over to this building over there and theyll

give you stamp in your passport.

And Im not quite sure what kind of

passport he had. He probably had French paper which he

was not French citizen but French paper. And he went

over there and they -- in this building they accused him

it sounds outlandish but in France anything was possible.

They accused him of having crossed the border illegally

and they called Marseilles to verify who he was the police

10 prefecture.

11 And in this process they came across the

12 fact that he was in Marseilles on the 14th of October 1934

13 and on the black list. From that moment on he started

14 having problems.

15 He came back to Marseilles and they you

16 know they gave him -- they renewed his residence permit

17 his and my mothers and for six months at time.

18 And one day in 1938 dont know exactly

19 when but sometime in 38 when mother and dad went down to

20 the prefecture to have this thing renewed they arrested

21 them.

22 Now by coincidence my sister and were

23 invited for birthday party at the home of teacher of

24 hers whose husband was high police official. And you

25 know all the other kids left and we were still there and

26 nobody came to get us.
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And finally my mother arrived late in the

evening and she said They have arrested my husband.

They arrested her too but because she had two reasonably

small children they let her go.

And the husband of the lady involved himself

into the situation. He was somebody who knew that we

werent just dangerous people. And so but it didnt

help that much.

My dad spent one month in prison in the

10 prison. He was in the cell together with Swiss

11 individual who had murdered somebody in the harbor of

12 Marseilles for one month. And you know if youre are

13 youre self-respecting citizen to wind up in jail cell

14 for month with guy who killed somebody isnt exactly

15 conducive to your health and Im sure it had lot to do

16 with attacking my fathers health.

17 After one month he was tried and acquitted.

18 Because they had released my mother separately they tried

19 her separately and when they tried her they found her

20 guilty. She was found guilty of dont know who knows of

21 what of being in France illegally because her papers had

22 expired or something.

23 And so we took high-powered attorney not

24 the one we had at first who didnt succeed and the court

25 of appeals you know few months later acquitted her

26 also. But you can imagine what you go through in these
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exercises.

HAVE TO INTERJECT TAKE IT THAT YOU HAD THE MONEY

YOUR FATHER MADE GOOD MONEY. WOULD YOU CALL HIM

WELL-TO-DO

No.

OR MEDIUM WELL-TO-DO

He was welltodo in Germany but in France he went

from we didnt have much money. We had reasonably

nice apartment but it was struggle to pay the rent.

10 And we you know wed do better for awhile

11 then we wouldnt do better because with all these things --

12 remember we got there at the end of 35 the trouble

13 started at the end of 37 so maybe the first two years we

14 did all right because he was doing business.

15 But wealthy he certainly wasnt ever in

16 France. And once he started with this trouble he couldnt

17 work mean how

18 RIGHT.

19 So it became you know know that my parents sold

20 some of their furniture and stuff like that in order to pay

21 the rent and to feed us et cetera.

22 HOW COULD YOU HIGHER AN ATTORNEY TAKES MONEY

23 DOESNT IT

24 Well but not you know it was simple case for

25 good attorney. mean -- frankly cant tell you at

26 this point whether some of our relatives gave us money or
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not.

My mother worked part time at some home work

or something like that knitting or something like that.

But its an interesting question. My sister

and have discussed how we survived financially in those

years. dont know the answer. The schools were free

but--

BASICALLY IT ALWAYS COMES DOWN IF YOU HAD MONEY YOUR

SURVIVAL WAS MUCH EASIER

10 Well we werent poor but we didnt have much money.

11 We had friends that helped. We -- dont know whether

12 youre familiar there is prize which is issued every

13 year in Israel by the Wolff Foundation its parallel to

14 the Nobel Prize.

15 If you read in the papers once year

16 just saw it last week in the Jewish bulletin there is

17 Wolff Prize for physics and for this and that.

18 Well Wolff few people know who that is

19 here but Richard Wolff was good friend of ours. And he

20 was married to Spanish woman and they had castle

21 outside of Marseilles. And know we were out there quite

22 bit. We had big piano like this and it was -- went out

23 to Richard Wolffs castle and later on we sold it to them

24 you know it was an expensive piece. And know that there

25 were friends who helped my father here and there but to

26 what extent dont know.
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WERE YOU --

But the answer is we may not have been poor but we

were not well of in this period because my father couldnt

earn money then. Everything was against him because of the

mainly because of the French authorities.

Im Francophile but Ill tell you

everything you want to hear about some of the terrible

things that the French did in those days because of their

narrow-mindedness and so on.

10 INTERESTING. SO YOU STAYED IN MARSEILLES HOW LONG

.11 We stayed in Marseilles until the 6th of May 1941.

12 DID YOU HAVE RELATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES AT THIS

13 TIME

14 Yes we had my mothers brother and sisters primarily.

15 We had some relatives on my fathers side but not as close

16 as my mothers relatives. The relatives who helped us come

17 to the United States were on my mothers side who had come

18 earlier.

19 RIGHT AWAY DID YOU WANT TO GO TO THE UNITED STATES

20 WHEN YOU CANE TO FRANCE DID YOU HAVE AN IDEA THAT

21 EVENTUALLY YOU WOULD EMIGRATE TO THE UNITED STATES

22 No we did not. Im sure that initially when we went

23 to France the thought was to go back to Germany once Hitler

24 cant quote this but see no reason why not.

25 After while my father you know we tried

26 to become French citizens but it took many years. And
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you know it never developed that far. Its possible we

would have stayed in France. My sister and certainly

grew up as French kids.

There were number of issues there like my

sister was the best student in her school and was doing

pretty well myself. The second year was there had you

know the French issue we get prize every year the

best student. Theres first prize and second prize

and after two years in France got the first prize in

10 French which infuriated my teacher because she thought

11 that no German should get the first prize in French but

12 you know we did.

13 have was very close to so was my

14 sister to this day to our French schoolmates. was in

15 France few months ago. In 1979 eighteen of my 24

16 classmates gave luncheon for me in the Marseilles area

17 and few months ago met with few of them on the French

18 Riviera.

19 Theres never any question about you know

20 only the school thought was German nobody else thought

21 was German.

22 Theres tale there which Im sure would

23 like to tell you because when France fell in June of 1940

24 you know school was out for the summer and started again

25 in September. The head of the school my school and you

26 will remember that in those. days girls schools and boys
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schools were separate my sister was in girls lycee and

was in boys lycee.

And director of the school called my mother

and said Look dont think we want your son to come

back to school here. cant guarantee that the other boys

wont harm him because France has lost the war and hes

German and they might pick on him. Boys tend to be nasty.

My mother pointed out to him that we were

more at risk from the Germans than anybody there that we

10 didnt consider ourselves German in that sense that we

11 were against the regime thats why we were there in the

12 first place.

13 But he was adamant. So they kicked me out

14 of school. They never said word to my sister my sister

15 stayed in school until the day we left France.

16 The fact that was kicked out of school

17 unquestionably saved our lives because as result of this

18 mother my dad was in camp and have to get back to

19 that.

20 WAS GOING TO ASK YOU ABOUT THAT.

21 And mother was worried. was 14 years old. Mother

22 was worried about me you know what does boy do if he

23 has nothing to do something like this. And she was going

24 to all the agencies the relief agencies of which there

25 were number in Marseilles.

26 JEWISH RELIEF AGENCIES
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No American relief agencies American Quakers the

Mennonite association maybe that there were some Jewish

maybe the ORT/OSE had an outlet but the American agencies

that were there come to mind particularly.

And in the course of one of these visits

very early in the game we she observed that the

receptionist at the Quaker office didnt speak anything

except French and the clients who came in mostly didnt

speak French they either spoke German or there were lot

10 of people from the Spanish civil war yet who were there

11 anything or Yiddish or whatever.

12 And she had one of these inspirations that

13 people have and mother was very socially minded. She

14 offered my services to the Quakers as volunteer and they

15 accepted my services and started working at the Quakers.

16 worked at the Quakers from August September 1940 until

17 we left in 41.

18 Because of this had total access not only

19 to the Quakers but to the American consulate. was at

20 the Quakers was an interpreter office boy. went with

21 the presidents wife to visit childrens camp as her

22 interpreter. The Quakers established childrens camp for

23 children whose parents had disappeared.

24 And also was the link between the Quakers

25 and the American consulate. had laissezpasser to

26 enter the American consulate at any time. People were
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standing in line in front of the American consulate for

days and as 15-year-old kid had access to the American

consulate not only to the door of the American consulate

but to all the files.

went in there with my briefcase and my

notebook every few days went to the files reviewed the

files for the people who were in concentration camps and

had written to the Quakers for hope to find out what their

status was because the American consulate didnt answer.

10 WHY DID THEY LET YOU DO THAT

11 dont know. dont have an answer to that

12 question. dont have an answer to that question.

13 Nowadays since in my later life spent

14 nine years at the American embassy in Bonn and know that

15 no outsider would ever had access to the files but in 1941

16 in France did.

17 And in the process of doing this obviously

18 reviewed my own file and one day and you can ask me

19 questions Im sure youll have some one day one of the

20 Quakers called me in and said Look Ive talked -- live

21 with Hiram Bingham the vice consul and Mr. Bingham told

22 me that hes prepared to issue visa for your family you

23 should come and see him next time youre at the consulate

24 and so did. -- the Quakers will vouch for your family.

25 And went to see Hiram Bingham and Hiram

26. Bingham was very nice gentleman. And he said to me
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Look could give you visa but dont want to because

the visa is only good for 90 days and if it expires youve

got to start all over again.

IN OTHER WORDS VISITORS VISA

No an immigration visa.

HOW COULD AN -- IF YOU IMMIGRATED TO UNITED STATES FOR

ONLY 90 DAYS --

No. The visa is only good for 90 days the piece of

paper you see. After 90 days its you have to use it.

10 You have 90 days to use it. And since my dad was in

11 concentration camp or internment camp we didnt know how

12 fast we could get him out.

13 Mr. Bingham said Our experience is that if

14 will give you letter that says that the American

15 government is prepared to issue visa for your family and

16 this letter you send to your dad and with this letter

17 theyll release him. And indeed thats exactly what

18 happened. They released him and then when we were ready

19 they gave us the visa.

20 DID YOU GET THE VISA WITHOUT AN AFFIDAVIT FROM

21 ANYBODY

22 We had affidavits.

23 YOU DID

24 But they werent strong enough. And the American

25 consulate you know hate to say nasty things about my

26 adoptive country which means lot to me but the
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understanding of the state department in 1940 and 41 of

what was going on in the world was rather remote and with

Cordell Hull as the Secretary of State who didnt

necessarily want any more people in than was necessary it

wasnt exactly helpful. The procedure and this was most

of my job the procedure of the American government of the

State Department was that every time you came up with

papers they had requested and you said Aha Ive got

everything need they said Aha but you need another

10 piece of paper.

11 And that stopped with us because the Quakers

12 vouched for us. So thats where my saying before that my

13 working for the Quakers saved our lives because never

14 would have you know was 15 years old its

15 AMAZING

16 Whatever.

17 AND YOUR SISTER AT THAT TIME STILL WENT TO SCHOOL

18 Yes she went to. school until we left.

19 SO YOU DID SEND THE PIECE OF PAPER TO YOUR FATHER

20 Yes.

21 AND HE CANE

22 Yes.

23 AND HE WAS RELEASED

24 And he was released. And he came back we had

25 number of things we needed to do you know we had to

26 dissolve our apartment our furniture we needed to sell
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we had the promise of the American visa we also needed an

exit visa from France.

We needed -- having decided -- there were

two ways to get out of France you could either go through

Spain or you could go through the French West Indies

Martinique because there were ships going from Marseilles

to there.

And we opted for Martinique because my

father didnt want to expose himself to Franco in Spain.

10 So he said Im not taking any chances. So we needed

11 transit visa for the French West Indies and we needed

12 ships passage.

13 AND YOU NEEDED MONEY FOR THE TICKETS

14 And we needed money for the tickets. Well we sold

15 all of our furniture so we had barely enough but we had

16 money for the tickets think -- and we needed passage

17 from Martinique to the United States and believe my

18 memory tells me that the passage from Martinique into the

19 United States was paid for by my aunt and uncle in

20 Cincinnati.

21 But there were two ships leaving Marseilles

22 one on the 6th of May and one on the 10th of May the one

23 on the 6th of May was called the Winnipeg and the one on

24 the 10th of May was called the Wyoming.

25 My dad wanted to leave onthe 10th of May to

26 have more time to take care of things. My mother said
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something like Over my dead body were leaving on the

first ship that goes out of here. And we booked for the

6th of May.

This is significant because well the exit

visa and the transit visa you had to go to the French

police prefecture. There was lady living in our house

who worked at the police prefecture and she brought us the

papers to fill out. We gave her the papers that we had

filled out. We never set foot in the French police

10 prefecture.

11 And when the papers were ready she let us

12 know and she told us where to go and was sent as the

13 messenger. went there to the French police prefecture

14 and said Im here to pick up the papers. And they

15 said Who are these people said dont know Im

16 only here as messenger. And they handed me the papers

17 paid whatever needed to be paid and walked away.

18 The secretary general of the Quakers called

19 the president of the French line Messagerie Maritime. and

20 said We have four of our staff members we need passage

21 for on the Winnipeg. And the president of the French line

22 said But all the cabins are taken.

23 And Herbert Lagler the secretary general

24 of the Quakers said Our staff members will go tourist

25 class. And so he said Okay we will have four passages

26 for you.
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And was sent with check to the office of

the French line and picked up these four passages. Again

they asked who these people were. said tt1 dont know

Im just Quaker messenger. And so picked up the

tickets.

When we finally left the Quakers took us by

Quaker vehicle shipside and we went on the ship.

want to point out that the German

armistice commission was there in full regalia with their

10 wonderful swastikas. They inspected everybody on the ship.

11 Theres some people dont remember how

12 many but theres some people who were taken off the ship.

13 My memory is that the people who were taken off the

14 Winnipeg were people -- the widow of one of the former head

15 of the Reichstag political leaders political figures.

16 GERMAN

17 German refugees in France.

18 NON-JEW

19 Presumably nonJews either or both.

20 But there were some very wellknown names on

21 that ship who made it mostly artists. There were lot of

22 artists. There were several organizations in Marseilles

23 who helped artists and scientists and people like that

24 escape but the armistice commission did come and look at

25 us.

26 As footnote to this you should know that
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the Winnipeg was captured with us aboard. We went to north

Africa around Africa to Dakar. We did not stop in Dakar.

Then across the south Atlantic towards Martinique.

And one day out of Martinique the Dutch

Dutch working for the British captured us because the

Vichy government after all we came from Vichy France

unoccupied France Vichy France had done something nice

for the Germans like giving them some air Im told air

bases in Syria over which the French had control.

10 And as counter move the British captured

11 us and brought our ship to Port-of-Spain Trinidad where

12 we spent one month in quote internment camp. However

13 it was very tame and they treated us very nicely they even

14 took us on tours of the city in buses. So it wasnt the

15 same it was different world when this happened.

16 IN MARTINIQUE

17 No inPort-of-Spain. We never made it to Martinique.

18 RIGHT.

19 We were one day out of Martinique. There were French

20 soldiers on our ship. There was captain with his family

21 and there were some soldiers Senegalese soldiers.

22 When we were captured the Wyoming which

23 was off the coast of Africa starting to cross the south

24 Atlantic was turned back to Africa and the people on it

25 never made it past Africa. They made them work in Africa

26 for the rest of the war.
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So thats why pointed out before how

important those four days were. Its all fate dont

know what you can believe in but its every move you make

is you know its fate.

FOR YOU YOUNG PERSON IT MUST HAVE BEEN

TREMENDOUS ALMOST AN ADVENTURE.

It was an adventure because you dont have any

responsibility. Our parents had the responsibility for us

and but for me as 15-year-old it was exciting. You had

10 no fears at that age you know and spoke fluent French

11 you know spoke French better than almost anything else

12 and so could get along with anybody on the ship et

13 cetera et cetera.

14 AND YOUR SISTER TOO

15 My sister too yeah.

16 WAS YOUR SISTER YOUNGER OR OLDER

17 Shes year older.

18 YOURE VERY CLOSE

19 Yeah.

20 SO AFTER HAVING SPENT ALMOST VACATION RIGHT IN THE

21 SO-CALLED INTERNMENT CANP WHERE DID YOU PROCEED

22 We proceeded at the end of May no we proceeded at

23 the end of June because its about three or four days by

24 ship from Trinidad to New York and we landed on the 31st

25 -- the 30th the 30th of June we landed June 30th we

26 landed in New York.
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We could have left little bit sooner but

we had no money for the ships passage. It cost hundred

dollars head from Trinidad to New York. So my relatives

in Ohio had to send money to New York to the

Moore-McCormack line. Those are the ships that plied the

trade between South America and New York. We were

passengers on the S. S. Uruguay which is very large

30000 ton ship luxury liner which was another cultural

shock.

10 SO BUT THE WINNIPEG YOUR SHIP WHICH WAS CAPTURED

11 STAYED IN TRINIDAD DONT QUITE --

12 dont know.

13 OH YOU DONT. KNOW

14 After they took us of the Winnipeg and put us in the

15 internment camp have no idea what they did to the ship.

16 BUT UNDERSTOOD YOUR PASSAGE WAS PAID FROM -- YOU

17 MENTIONED THAT ThAT YOUR PASSAGE WAS PAID FROM -- ON THE

18 SHIP FROM FRANCE TO --

19 dont know where the money came from to pay for it.

20 dont remember. assume it came from monies that we got

21 from selling our furniture and stuff like that. know

22 that when we got to the states we had very little money

23 left. You go through years of these exercises and you

24 know what we had no money in the United States. Some

25 of our relatives did before they came but we didnt.

26 WERE YOU ABLE TO BRING ANY OF YOUR PERSONAL THINGS
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Yes we had few trunks few cases. There is

picture of the Zugspitze hanging in there. dont know

why we had three or four paintings and books that is all

my parents brought out no furniture of any kind.

WHAT ABOUT PERSONAL PICTURES PHOTOGRAPHS

We had those we have those.

THAT IS WHAT PEOPLE MOSTLY THINK OF IS THEIR PERSONAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.

We had those my sister has those. After my mother

10 died my sister took most of that stuff.

11 The you know there were didnt mention

12 that dont know the exact date but in the summer of

13 1940 after France fell -- first of all France fell in

14 June. At the end of May beginning of June when the

15 Germans after the Germans entered France through Belgium

16 and got to Paris we were we meaning well let me go

17 back.

18 My father when the -- my father had been in

19 French internment camp when the war started in September

20 of 39 till December of 39 in Les Milles which is

21 camp outside of Marseilles. And they released him in

22 December of 39. Enough of his French friends vouched for

23 him et cetera and he was released.

24 In May of 40 when the Germans entered

25 France invaded France he was again taken in and sent to

26 Les Milles again. And you know that wasnt very much time
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there it was May and the Germans very rapidly swept south

past Paris.

And about that time they evacuated Les

Mules and put them all on the train to send them guess

to North Africa or something like that nobody really knew

exactly where they were sending them. But they sent them

west towards Bilboa towards the Pyrenees Mountains.

little while later maybe ten 15 days

later we got call late at night from the police that

10 they were going to evacuate us since we were in danger of

11 the Germans. And they put us on train. We walked to the

12 train with whatever we could carry. There were no taxis

13 everything had broken down by this time.

14 And we got to the train dont know 400

15 or 500 in the morning and we got on the train and it

16 left towards the Pyrenees with all the women and the

17 children. There were couple people on the train who were

18 German German Germans but most of us were refugee

19 Germans Jewish or political mostly Jewish but few

20 political.

21 And we got as far as Pau Pau in the

22 Pyrenees and then the war came to an end. And we my

23 recollection is the train crawled back into Lourdes famous

24 for its meaning in the Catholic religion the shrine of

25 Lourdes.

26 And we were parked on the tracks in Lourdes
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and we were in passenger train. We had an old lady and

daughter old lady 80s in our compartment lady we

knew. And my mother and my sister and we were in one

compartment.

And we sat there for number of hours. And

there was on the next track over there was freight

train. And after we sat there for hours somebody on our

train spotted her husband on the freight train and

suddenly we became aware that all of the people from Les

10 Mules were on that train that had gone towards the

11 Atlantic coast and which when the Germans were coming

12 south to Bordeaux was pulled back. So now the two trains

13 were parked parallel to each other. And my father was on

14 that train. And we got to visit with each other on the

15 track. And after while the gendarmes didnt know what to

16 do about all this.

17 Finally they said Well you get back on

18 your trains. You will all get together this is all going

19 to be over et cetera et cetera.

20 Well sounded beautiful but it didnt turn

21 out to be that way. We went back to Marseilles. On our

22 train and we were let loose so to speak. My fathers

23 train didnt go back to Marseilles it went to Nimes in

24 southern France. And they put him in camp in Nimes

25 until later on in the summer they sent him to Gurs the

26 camp that mentioned previously in the Pyrenees.
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When we got back to Marseilles there was one

interlude in the summer where the police called us all to

thing called -- hotel in the hills around Marseilles

called Hotel Bompard B-o-m-p-a-r-d. And they assembled

all of us to be inspected by the German armistice

commission.

End Tape Side Begin Tape Side

And they locked the doors we couldnt just walk in

and walk out once we were in there. And the German

10 armistice commission came.

11 remember this guy with the swastika on his

12 arm and he spoke to us very nicely you know Dont you

13 want to come home to the Reich we will take care of you.

14 dont know why -- inaudible

15 There were two or three women there who were

16 not Jewish and not political refugees that somehow the

17 French in their supreme knowledge of who was who had just

18 brought in at the same time because they were Germans you

19 know and they wanted to go back to Germany. They told me

20 Oh yeah well go back.

21 But most of us wanted this Nazi to get lost

22 you know we didnt want to see him. My guess is we were

23 there couple of weeks. And heard later my mother was

24 terribly worried about me because there were mostly women

25 and children was the oldest boy and was 14 years old

26 and she became aware of the fact that there were couple
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women there who were out to capture me or something like

that. was very innocent. wasnt aware of anything

but mother was very much aware. She told me this later.

became ill what turned out to be

pleurisy. They had no doctors there and so they didnt

know what to do so they sent mother and my sister and me

home. We got doctor who was also member of parliament

who after ten days they gave us ten days to cure me.

And after ten days he said -- well he wrote

10 on piece of paper that I. wasnt well and he wasnt going

11 to release me. And he said tous not to go back. You know

12 its tendency of Germans to do what theyre told to do

13 at least in those days it was thats why they all went to

14 concentration camps they didnt -- they werent taught how

15 to say no or to disappear lot of them.

16 But this French doctor said -- he was

17 Jewish and he said You dont have to go back. If they

18 want you they can come and get you. In the meantime just

19 lie low and dont volunteer to go back.

20 And he gave us certificate that wasnt

21 well et cetera et cetera and they never came back they

22 forgot about us they dropped the subject.

23 So we -- what happened to Hotel Bompard

24 have no idea but it is segment in the history of that

25 period that people went there for presentation to the

26 German armistice commission. And its after that went to
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work for the Quakers. It was before went to work for the

Quakers so it was between the end of June and August

somewhere in that period of 1940 that this Bompard

confrontation took place.

BUT YOU WERE REALLY SITTING ON POWDER KEG ALL THE

TIME

Yes because you really didnt know what was going to

happen you know. And the French didnt understand food

was very sparse it was hard you had to stand in line with

10 the rationing cards for everything and you couldnt get

11 anything to eat that was decent and dad was in this camp

12 and so on.

13 WHAT ABOUT THE COLLABORATORS IN FRANCE

14 Well the Germans at that time started this program of

15 taking people from France including southern France or

16 Vichy France to volunteer to work in Germany and there

17 were lot. Amongst my friends there was one who joined

18 the MILICE which was the right wing organization that

19 collaborated with the Germans.

20 You know there were no jobs everything had

21 collapsed and you know he was about he was born in

22 22 so in 40 he was 18 and no work. His father had

23 died and they offered him to feed him so he joined the

24 MILICE. He wasnt basically mean but they didnt have the

25 faintest idea what they were getting themselves into except

26 that he was going somewhere where they would feed him.
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So the collaborators you know you werent

too aware of them at that early period. You were aware of

the Germans calling in the MILICE and stuff like that but

the real the resistance and the collaboration was more

evident in occupied France and in socalled nonoccupied

Vichy France after October 42 when the Germans occupied

the whole works because you know it was the

confrontation was more necessary once the Germans were

there in full force.

10 In southern France in the early days it was

11 still -- you could still do certain things. There were

12 people who were hiding who were living in the countryside.

13 have relatives who lived in France in the countryside

14 during the entire occupation and survived especially if

15 you got out of the cities preferably.

16 But you know it was an unpredictable game

17 that was going on. It was just matter of -- the whole

18 effort on everybodys part who was socalled endangered

19 species as we were was to get out of there by hook or by

20 crook. That was the purpose of the Quakers and so on.

21 You might be interested in knowing that on

22 the 11th of February think it was the 11th

23 WHAT YEAR

24 This year 1990. went to Los Angeles and at the

25 memorial ceremony for the head of the Quakers in France in

26 1940 gave one of the eulogies on behalf of the children
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that he and his wife saved in France. And there was

very very moving ceremony. He got to be 98 years old.

And Howard Kershner he and Gertrude Kershner who were

the heads of the Quakers in France saved thousands.

He went to Marshal Petain he pleaded for

the kids and for the other people et cetera et cetera.

Very very unbelievable effort on peoples part to saw

what was going on and tried to help.

YOU MENTIONED THE MENNONITES.

10 The Mennonites were there. There was also another

11 committee maybe the name will come back to me its

12 historically documented Emergency Rescue Committee or

13 something like that. They specialized in saving

14 scientists artists authors you know. Their chief was

15 Varian Fry.

16 There were lot of well famous German

17 writers you know from oh lets see the names. Well

18 Gob Mann was there. The names escape me at the moment

19 but theyre famous names in German literature and science.

20 And this committee specialized in getting them out of

21 France.

22 ITS INTERESTING THEY HAD COMMITTEE SPECIALIZING IN

23 PEOPLE OF CERTAIN PROFESSION IN TIMES LIKE THAT WHEN

24 PEOPLE -- EVERYBODY NEEDED HELP.

25 Yeah they were funded probably by Hollywood or other

26 such organs because these people were wellknown in the
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United States.

So committee was set up to help the people

who were known in the United States everybody else fell

into different category.

Can you shut this off for second

In this camp Les Mules where my father was

twice after the fall of France they had before or

after the exact dates dont know when they got there

when they left there but they had some real well-known

10 personalities besides all the other people the normal

11 people.

12 The Germans Austrians Czechs all people

13 who lived in southern France most of whom were antiNazis

14 there are two later Nobel Prize winners many scientists

15 hundreds of authors including Walter Benjamin Lion

16 Feuchtwanger Walter Hasenclever Alfred Kantorowitz Gob

17 Mann et cetera.

18 And about 50 painters including Max Ernst

19 Hans Belimer GertKaden Johnny Friedlaender who happens

20 to be personal friend of ours and so on.

21 The sculptor Peter Lipman Wulf who wound

22 up on my ship by the way the Winnipeg when we left these

23 are people who were all in this camp because they had all

24 left Germany and lived in southern France.

25 Southern France was nice place nice

26 climate and they were in all of these places but between
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Marseilles and Nice these people had taken up residence

when they left Germany.

And you know that the artists were

particular target of Hitler and so they you know if you

were an unknown person you sometimes could disappear in the

woodwork but wellknown artists couldnt. They either

painted or wrote the way Hitler wanted it or out they went.

So those were some comments about that.

THATS VERY INTERESTING. DID NOT KNOW THAT THEY HAD

10 SPECIAL COMMITTEES TO TAKE CARE OF THE ARTISTS.

11 Of the artists yes yes. Somewhere in the back of my

12 mind theres name of gentleman who was in charge of it

13 but at the moment cant remember it. Varian Fry.

14 YES.

15 So thats what went on there in 1940 41.

16 SO YOU ACTUALLY GOT INTO NEW YORK ON WHAT SHIP WAS IT

17 The U.S. Uruguay an American ship which traveled

18 between South America and New York. The MooreMcCormick

19 Line did that. They had two big liners the Argentina and

20 the Uruguay we came on the Uruguay.

21 And you know that started new segment in

22 our lives. For my parents it was not easy. My father was

23 55 years old and he had to start from scratch which

24 ultimately killed him.

25 Between the concentration camp and all what

26 happened before and that he started as common laborer in
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New York and you cant do that at 55 and you know up and

down the subway you know in New York heat. We got there

in 41 and 44 he had his first heart attack and from

then on it all went downhill for him.

He died in 52 at age 65 from heart disease

and he was the youngest one in his family to die in the

sense he was the youngest of 11 and he is the only one who

died before he was 75 years old or something. The others

all got to be 75 to 85 whatever.

.10 YOU STARTED SCHOOL IN NEW YORK

11 was shipped to Cincinnati Ohio.

12 SHIPPED

13 To my aunt and uncle who had volunteered to take me in

14 while my parents established themselves. My sister stayed

15 in New York and spent 15 months in Cincinnati.

16 graduated high school in night school in

17 Cincinnati at the ripe old age of 16 and started

18 university there before went back to New York.

19 And went to New York then and went to

20 New York in October of 42 and went to City College in New

21 York until December of 43 when was drafted into the

22 army. In October of 43 turned 18 and in December 43

23 went into the army.

24 HAVE ONE QUESTION. WHEN YOU GOT TO NEW YORK WERE

25 YOU ABLE TO SPEAK ENGLISH

26 Thats very interesting question its very good
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question. had taken two years of English in the French

school and had was the top student in my class in

English.

At that point in line with the question you

asked me previously knew was going to go to the United

States if was going anywhere and so was quite

interested in English. Working at the Quakers for nine

months heard lot of English and spoke whatever could.

But when when we landed in New York we

10 went on tour of what everybody else goes on tour of

11 like Fifth Avenue and Rockefeller Center. And in

12 Rockefeller Center finally had to go to the bathroom and

13 couldnt find one and went up to the desk at the main

14 reception desk and said to the gentleman there Excuse

15 me where is the WC
16 And he didnt -- this was before World War

17 II and he didnt have the faintest idea what was talking

18 about. And it kind of frustrated me and finally said

19 well maybe they pronounce the whole thing and said

20 Where is the water closet and he didnt know that

21 either. Finally said Where is the toilet And he

22 said Oh you mean the toilet. And he explained it to

23 me and was still looking for it and never did find

24 it.

25 But anyway to answer your question did

26 speak English spoke some English. My uncle in
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Cincinnati was perturbed by the fact that didnt know any

more English than knew but like everything else picked

it up pretty fast.

WHAT ABOUT YOUR PARENTS

My parents had some knowledge of school English they

spoke some English. They certainly were not fluent but

enough to get by. In New York you didnt need that much in

those days.

SO YOU WENT TO UNIVERSITY

10 went in New York to City College and then -- until

11 was drafted. And was very you know considered myself

12 Frenchman at that time. was became the secretary

13 general of the DeGaulleists youth in New York.

14 OH THEY HAD SUCH THING

15 Yeah Jeunesse France Libre. There was strong

16 expatriate movement in New York there were several

17 expatriate movements. The French never danced to the same

18 tune so they had different groups going different ways.

.19 They had Giraud group and DeGaulle

20 group and dont know suppose they had Petain group

21 too Vichy group.

22 belonged to the DeGaullist element and

23 the last nine months or year or something dont remember

24 the exact dates worked with the DeGaullists newspaper

25 in New York and got to know some of the pretty important

26 people.
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But was strictly in with the DeGaullist

movement in New York having grown up in France. Theyre

the ones who were out to fight the Germans and wanted to

fight the Germans.

WHEN DID YOU BECOME AN AMERICAN CITIZEN

Well became an American citizen in 1944. was

drafted in 43 went to basic training and sent to North

Carolina. And the end of the basic training if you were in

the military they made you citizen right away you didnt

10 have to wait.

11 RIGHT.

12 So became citizen in believe it was May

13 something like that of 44 in Fayetteville North

14 Carolina by decree so they wouldnt send me overseas to

15 fight the Germans while was not an American citizen.

16 So and was in the states actually until

17 March of 45. was sent to Europe in March of 45 in the

18 intelligence service.

19 YOU FOUND LOT OF PEOPLE IN YOUR BACKGROUND

20 Yes it was very interesting. was sent to place

21 called Camp Ritchie Maryland and all the -- Jerry Gert

22 and some of my other friends they all wound up in Camp

23 Ritchie someway one way or the other. Thats where all

24 the people were that knew the languages.

25 And so they sent me then ultimately they

26 sent me to Europe you know to be German interpreter.
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But got to Paris was still in Paris on Victory Day so

really didnt get into Germany until two days after the

war was over but was there right after the war was over.

was in Bremen the 10th of May the war was over on the

8th of May and stayed for year.

WHAT DID YOU DO IN BREMEN

was -- first was in the intelligence section of

the Bremen port command and then transferred into the

counterintelligence corps and engaged in sport called

10 de-Nazification and it was very interesting.

11 Interesting part of history post-war

12 Germany. Thats another chapter.

13 And then came back in April believe it

14 was April of 46 came back to the states. was living

15 in New York at the time and had been out of the army in

16 May of 46 and wound up going to college upstate New York

17 from 46 to 49. 47 transferred was first in

18 temporary college and then transferred to Syracuse

19 University and graduated from Syracuse University in

20 political science in 49.

21 YOU HAD GONE TO COLLEGE BEFORE

22 Yeah but didnt finish.

23 YOU DIDNT FINISH

24 was you know was too young was only 18 when

25 was drafted. had started because -- finished high

26 school so early but knew was going to wind up in the
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army so took some courses which got credit for but

still needed three more years after got out and so

WHAT YEAR DID YOU GRADUATE

49. It was very hard to get into college in 46

because there were four or five years of students that

wanted to get into college. And so it was -- college

spaces colleges were not prepared to accept that kind of

volume.

And so wound up in Governor Thomas

10 Dewey in New York set up some temporary colleges for people

11 like me and we first went into those and then they --

12 after we were there for year then the other colleges

13 seeing our record took us. was in pilot group that

14 went to Syracuse University. Worked very well so

15 WHAT DID YOU DO WHEN YOU GOT OUT OF COLLEGE

16 Well got out of college in 49 wanted to get

17 into the foreign service or something. And 49 was very

18 difficult. was -- didnt have any funds for anything in

19 Washington and so in the meantime while was in college

20 had become reserve officer.

21 In the military got out of the army as

22 sergeant and so had gotten reserve commission as

23 second lieutenant while was in college. And in 49

24 when graduated went to Washington and -- looking for

25 job in the government and everybody said there are no jobs

26 available we have no funds.
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2. And filed some applications but it took

forever you know they didnt move fast. Like six nine

months was nothing because they had to check you out had

to get security check or who knows what else.

So instead of doing what lot of other

people did and get any job in some Nedicks orange juice

dispensing place or little restaurant or something which

is one thing you could do decided to go on active duty

in the army until all of this was settled.

10 had also put in for graduate degree at

11 Columbia University. They had turned me down. And then

12 accepted -- well the only way you could get in the army is

13 you put in for what they called competitive tour for

14 regular army commission so did.

15 They called me to active duty in the

16 artillery which was about as far from anything had ever

17 done they sent me to the artillery school at Fort Sill

18 Oklahoma. was the only non-artillery second lieutenant

19 in the whole place out of hundred and twenty.

20 But -- and after had got there Columbia

21 wrote me and said you are accepted for the graduate year

22 program but then it was too late.

23 And went to the artillery school. was

24 sent to the Second Infantry Division in Fort Lewis

25 Washington in March of 1950 and on the 25th of June 1950

26 the Korean War started. And was in the first unit to
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leave the United States that was shipped to Korea as an

artillery forward observer.

worked my way all the way from the Naktong

River to the Manchurian border somehow survived and that

was that.

When it was all over couldnt get out of

the army because the war wasnt over the Korean War wasnt

over so they wouldnt let me out. And wound up coming

back to the states spending year back in intelligence in

10 North Carolina because my commission was in military

11 intelligence but my service in Korea was in the artillery.

12 And then was sent to Germany to Berlin

13 again as lieutenant first lieutenant. And when the

14 Korean War was over the Korean War was over in August of

15 53 and in December of 53 was released from active

16 duty and was in Berlin and stayed in Berlin for

17 another 21 months as civilian in one of these jobs in

18 Berlin.

19 Then came back to the Bay Area in 55. So

20 that was the next step in my life.

21 YOU ACTUALLY CAME OUT OF THE ARMY WHEN

22 In December of 53.

23 AND-

24 The second time.

25 THE SECOND TIME

26 Yeah. And might add to close the military chapter
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that stayed in the reserve went back to Germany

caine back came back here when no came back here

got out of the army in December 53 stayed in Germany

until August or September of 55 as civilian employee of

the government resigned from that.

came back here you know to see what

was going to do and got married here and went back to

Germany in 57 with my wife.

got married here in the Bay Area in 56

10 and in 57 with my wife who said to me Youve been all

11 over the world Ive been nowhere even though she was

12 born in Berlin but caine here as threeanda--half--yearold

13 child went back to Germany in 57 and stayed until 1981

14 as civilian employee of the U.S. government. In this

15 period also was reserve officer.

16 And retired in 1979 from the U.S. Army

17 Reserve as full colonel which you know at least it

18 shows that America picked up somebody worthwhile when they

19 picked me up in 1941.

20 YOU DID EXTREMELY WELL.

21 Well --

22 ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD OR ANY ADVICE YOU

23 WOULD LIKE TO GIVE ANYBODY ABOUT YOUR LIFE

24 Well the only you know philosophically the only

25 thing you can say is lot of it was luck being in the

26 right place at the right time. Even if you were in the
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wrong place at the right time that somehow you kept working

at getting out of the situation you were in.

Im sure that my mother was very strong

influence in that direction. My father didnt have

chance because he was out of commission most of the time

but we my father was smart in getting out of Germany in

1934 but unfortunately in the end we were the last ones

almost left in Europe from most of the family who after the

Kristallnacht went to the United States directly whereas

1.0 we were left over in France.

11 dont know you know there is no moral to

12 the story. Im sure there are lot of people today who

13 are in similar situations in other countries for other

14 reasons but genocide is genocide and whether its in

15 Cambodia or whether its anywhere else its difficult to

16 know how to do anything to influence these situations.

17 One tries one tries tO donate money for

18 certain causes but its very difficult to influence

19 situations which are perpetrated by dictatorial regimes in

20 one country or the other. Outside of that dont know

21 what else could add.

22 YOU HAD VERY INTERESTING VARIED LIFE AND THINK

23 YOU MADE THE MOST OUT OF EVERY SITUATION YOU WERE IN. IT

24 WAS PLEASURE TALKING TO YOU.

25 Thank you very much for your time.

26 End Tape Side


